ENERGY-EFFICIENT NATURAL COOLING

LEARN MORE AT AIRSCAPEFANS.COM OR CALL 866-448-4187

Quiet as the evening breeze
Almost as green
For millennia, man has harnessed
natural ventilation to keep his
dwellings cool. Yet contemporary
houses ignore this idea, relying
instead on creating a sealed and
expensively conditioned
environment. AirScape uses
modern technology to bring the
ancient wisdom of natural ventilation to your home.
An AirScape whole house fan can reduce or even eliminate the
need for A/C and dramatically lower home energy use.
Especially in dry climates where evenings cool off, it just makes
sense to harness cool air as nature provides it, rather than
expensively manufacturing your own. Our advanced design
delivers effective natural cooling with whisper-quiet efficiency, at
a fraction of the cost of A/C.
HOW IT WORKS
While traditional whole house fans are big noisy brutes, our
unique designs are modern, energy-efficient and very quiet.
AirScape fans are designed to run all night, steadily drawing
cool fresh air in through open windows while pushing
hot stale air out through existing roof vents.
This soft quiet flow creates a comfortable, natural
living and sleeping environment while drawing
heat out of the structure to reduce A/C load for
the next day.

Conserve energy. Save money. Help the planet.
You’ll be thrilled that you did.
Installing an AirScape may be one of the best energy-saving
opportunities in your home. Plus, payback on equipment is much
faster than solar. And of course, reducing electricity use means
reducing CO2 emissions — so you’re doing good for our planet.

CO2

AirScape also pays big in comfort and quality-of-life. Over 80% of surveyed
users say their AirScape absolutely adds to the enjoyment of their home.
Over 85% report being thrilled or very satisfied with their AirScape.

Comparing home energy savings & payback
$1,000

annual savings based on a California blended rate of $0.25 per kWh

$750

Estimated Annual Energy Savings
Net Savings (after equipment cost amortization)
$500

$250

$0

2kW Solar

AirScape

CFL Bulbs (20)

Figures use assumptions based on both internal tests and public domain data — see our web site for details.
Actual results may vary depending on climate, house design and other factors.

About AirScape
Natural cooling has a key role to play as we move toward sustainable housing
—reducing home energy use while increasing air quality, livability and
comfort. AirScape designs & manufactures advanced whole house ventilation
appliances that get rave customer reviews for being smartly designed, robustly
built, easy to install, energy efficient and ultra quiet.
AirScape products are available direct to consumers at airscapefans.com.
For trade and wholesale sales call 866.448.4187.
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